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Abstract:To provide services according to user behavior, parameters should be adapted appropriately for the pre-
cise recognition of user behavior. In particular, the threshold value which is used to create behavioral patterns
matched for behavior recognition impacts accuracy of behavior recognition.　 Because the threshold value is
common to all users in the conventional model, the threshold setting unsuitable for some users may cause low
recognition rates. In this paper, we propose a behavior detection method which detects high-level user behaviors,
such as “leaving home”. The proposed method achieves stable behavior recognition regardless of users, by intro-
ducing a model which dynamically determines the threshold value for individual user.
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1 Introduction
We are developing a context-aware system which pro-
vides services in homes. Suppose a user is leaving
his home carelessly with windows open. In order to
prevent such a danger, our system informs the user
that the windows are open before the user leaves his
home. Such a service is valuable for the user because
the service not only improves user amenity but brings
relief and safety. In the above example, the timing to
provide a service to the user is important. If the user
is informed after the user leaves his home, the user
must go back into the house for closing the windows.
The user should be informed before he goes outside
the house. As another example, let a home server
have an attempted delivery notice when a user came
home. Our system recommends the user to go to pick
up a package before the user sits on a sofa to be re-
laxed. We refer to these services provided proactively
according to user behavior asproactive services. In
order to provide proactive services, our system must
correctly detect characteristic behavior of the user in
situations such as leaving home and coming home.

In this paper, we call a pattern which represents
the characteristic behavior of the user as abehavioral
pattern. Context-aware systems, including our de-
veloping system, often collect online sensor data ac-
quired according to user behavior as behavior logs
and recognize user behavior by matching the behav-
ior logs with a behavioral pattern created in advance.
To create the behavioral pattern, these systems need a
specific amount of behavior logs as sample behavior
logs. Sample behavior logs must be personal behav-
ior logs, particularly in order to address characteristics
of individual user behavior in homes as in this paper.

First, a behavioral pattern is created with sample be-
havior logs on every situation to be detected. After the
behavioral pattern is created, user behavior is detected
by comparing behavior logs of current user behavior
with the behavioral pattern of each situation.

Our system must determine threshold values,
which are used for creating a behavioral pattern and
for matching sensor data with the pattern. The first
threshold is anextraction threshold. A behavioral
pattern is created by extracting characteristics which
frequently occur in sample behavior logs. The ex-
traction threshold is a threshold of the occurrence
frequency. If an improper value is set to the ex-
traction threshold, behavior recognition accuracy is
low because the characteristics of the user are not
extracted adequately. The second threshold is a
detection threshold. If the degree of conformity
of sensor data to the pattern is more than the de-
tection threshold, our system detects user behavior
and provides services. Naturally, an improper detec-
tion threshold makes behavior recognition accuracy
low. All context-aware systems require thresholds to
be determined for creating a behavioral pattern and
for matching the pattern. After many sample behav-
ior logs are collected, initial values of the thresholds
can be changed into more proper values by learning
with the logs. However, it takes a long period to
collect many sample behavior logs. That means the
user might be kept away from services for a long pe-
riod. Not to dissatisfy the user, proper threshold val-
ues should be determined with a small number of sam-
ple behavior logs which can be collected in a short
duration. Therefore, in this paper, we discuss not the
learning of values but how to determine a proper ini-
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tial threshold value with a small number of sample
behavior logs.

In the conventional model for determining a
threshold value, a developer of a context-aware sys-
tem or an expert of the system domain determines
the initial threshold value before introducing the sys-
tem to a user’s actual environment. Having the sys-
tem used by some test users on a trial basis, the ex-
pert analyzes relativity between change of recogni-
tion accuracy and changes in a threshold value. The
threshold value is determined so that the recognition
rate averaged for all test users becomes the highest.
The determined value is used as an initial threshold
value common to all users after introduction to actual
user environment. However, it is difficult to achieve
high recognition accuracy with the common threshold
value for all users, because proper threshold values
vary with individual behavioral pattern.

This paper aims to create a behavioral pattern
which can stably bring out higher recognition accu-
racy by determining more proper threshold value than
the conventional model, particularly for users whose
behavior is not recognized well with the conventional
model. Because it is difficult to determine the proper
threshold value with only a small number of personal
sample behavior logs, we also utilize data from test
users as in the conventional model. However, unlike
the conventional model, we cannot determine com-
mon threshold values directly and also cannot create
a behavioral pattern with many data from test users
in advance, because characteristics of behavior vary
with individual user even in a same situation, as men-
tioned above. In this paper, we propose a method
for determining an extraction threshold dynamically,
based on a model which derives not a threshold value
itself but a rule for determining the value by analyzing
test user data. The knowledge acquired by analyzing
test user data is not meaningful, if it is not about an
attribute which has high commonality among many
users. The conventional model determines the thresh-
old value without separating attributes which have low
commonality from ones of high commonality. As an
attribute of high commonality, the proposed method
focuses on the number of characteristics composing
a behavioral pattern. We assume that there is a uni-
versally ideal number, which does not depend on in-
dividuals, of characteristics used for recognizing user
behavior. The proposed method derives a determina-
tion rule of an extraction threshold by analyzing test
user data with a focus on the number of characteristics
composing a behavioral pattern. A value of the extrac-
tion threshold is dynamically determined based on the
rule when creating an individual behavioral pattern af-
ter introducing a context-aware system to the actual
user environment. The proposed method has the fol-

lowing advantages.

• Focusing on an attribute which has high
commonality, the method acquires meaningful
knowledge from test user data, from which the
conventional model cannot acquire meaningful
knowledge for detecting behavior of individuals.

• The method dynamically determines a threshold
value for individual behavioral patterns created
with a small number of sample behavior logs, us-
ing a threshold determination rule derived from
test user data.

• With a proper threshold for individual behavioral
pattern, the method improves the recognition ac-
curacy for users whose recognition accuracy is
low with the common threshold value.

The result of an experiment shows that the pro-
posed method improves behavior recognition accu-
racy which is less than 80% with the conventional
model. In some experimental subjects, it improves
more than 10%.

The remaining part of this paper is composed as
follows. Section 2 describes our behavior detection
system. Section 3 explains a model for determin-
ing a threshold dynamically and we apply the model
into our detection system. Section 4 shows evaluation
result by an experiment. Section 5 presents related
works. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 6.

2 Behavior Detection in Homes

2.1 Detection of High-Level Behaviors
We consider situations of leaving home, coming
home, getting up and going to bed, as situations in
which proactive services can be provided effectively.
For example, when getting up, our system provides a
reminder service, which reminds a user of one-day-
schedule and of things to be completed by the time
the user leaves his home. If this reminder service is
provided before the user starts preparing for leaving
or for having a meal just after a series of activities
when the user gets up, it enables the user to decide
his next activity. When going to bed, our system pro-
vides services which bring relief and safety. For ex-
ample, our system informs the user that the windows
are not closed. We consider proactive services are
valuable services which can prevent repentance and
danger, which the user might face in the case that the
services are not provided.

It is not preferable that proactive services are pro-
vided wrongly when “the user gets out of bed just for
going to the toilet in the middle of sleep”, or when
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Figure 1: Objects embedded by RFID tags.

Figure 2: Ring-type RFID reader.

“the user goes outside his house just for picking up
a newspaper”. To detect user behavior correctly in
situations in which proactive services should be pro-
vided, a characteristic sequence of some activities of
the user in his home must be observed. Suppose the
user goes to the toilet, picks up a wallet and a cell
phone, wears a wristwatch and opens the front door in
order. Such a sequence of activities can be a strong ev-
idence which shows the user not just picks up a news-
paper but leaves his home. In this paper, we call user
behavior, such as leaving home, which is detected by
observing a sequence of characteristic user activities
as ahigh-level behavior. We assume that a high-
level behavior is a long behavior of around ten min-
utes. Some existing studies propose methods for de-
tecting user motion such as “walking” and “standing
up” [1, 2]. Others try to detect simple activities such
as “making tea” and “brushing teeth” [3, 4]. However,
high-level behaviors, such as leaving home, cannot be
correctly detected only by recognizing such simple ac-
tivities because a characteristic sequence for detecting
a high-level behavior is a complex sequence in which
some activities are interleaved. Parts where there ex-
ist characteristic order relation between activities and
parts where there do not exist characteristic order rela-
tion between activities are mixed in the sequence. In
addition, sometimes rare activities, such as “picking
up an umbrella” in a rainy day, can be inserted in the
sequence. It is difficult to provide proactive services
only by detecting simple activities. We are developing
a system for detecting high-level behaviors by observ-
ing such a complex sequence of activities[5, 6].

2.2 Individual Habit in Touched Objects
To detect high-level behaviors, we must collect data
which remarkably show characteristics of individual
user behavior in each situation as behavior logs. We
focus on the aspect that most people have habitual ac-
tivities in a habitual order in situations such as leaving
home and going to bed. Each user has his own char-
acteristic behavior in such specific situations. That
means the user habitually touches the same objects ev-
ery time in the same situation.

We record histories of touched objects as behav-
ior logs, using 13.56 MHz RFID tags. As shown in
Fig. 1, the tags are embedded in various objects of
a living space, such as a doorknob, a wallet, or a re-
frigerator. Every object can be identified by its unique
tag-ID stored in the tag. Meanwhile, a user wears a
finger-ring-type RFID reader shown in Fig. 2. With
this RFID system, according to user behavior, the his-
tory of touched objects is recorded in a database as the
behavior log of the user. Fig. 3 shows actual behavior
logs recorded by our system. The table shows behav-
ior logs of two users in situations of leaving home and
coming home. For example, in the situation of leav-
ing home, the habitual activities of user A are different
from those of user B. From the logs, it is inferred that
user A brushes his teeth, changes his clothes, picks
up some portable commodities, and brings out a milk
carton from the refrigerator. It is inferred that user B
brushes his teeth, sets his hair, operates a VCR and
then picks up some portable commodities. These be-
havior logs show that kind of touched objects and their
order are different among individual users even in a
same situation. Similarly, comparing each user’s sit-
uation of leaving home to that of coming home, it is
found that the user touches different kinds of objects
or touches the same objects in a different order in dif-
ferent situations.

2.3 Behavior Detection with Ordered Pairs
We detect high-level behavior with a behavioral pat-
tern represented by a set ofordered pairs, which
show the order relation among touched objects.

The flow to create a behavioral pattern is shown
in Fig. 4, with an example of a behavioral pattern
in the situation of leaving home. The behavioral
pattern is created offline after sample behavior logs
are collected. Generally, existing methods based on
probabilistic models, such as Hidden Markov Model
(HMM), create a behavioral pattern with high recog-
nition accuracy using both behavior logs of the sit-
uation of leaving home and logs of situations other
than the situation of leaving home as sample behavior
logs. However, under the constraint that a behavioral
pattern must be created with a small number of sam-
ple behavior logs, even behavior logs of leaving home
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Figure 3: Examples of behavior log.

cannot be collected frequently. We cannot expect to
collect behavior logs of other situations which are ad-
equate to make recognition accuracy high. Therefore,
we create a behavioral pattern only with behavior logs
of leaving home.

First, w cases of behavior logs of leaving home
are collected as sample behavior logs. The time length
tl of each sample behavior log is fixed. Ifm objects
are sequentially touched in a behavior logl, thenl is
represented as a conjunction{o1, o2, ... , oi, ... , om},
where,oi−1 6= oi(1 < i ≤ m). Second, all ordered
pairs between two objects are enumerated from all
collected sample behavior logs. If objectoj is touched
after objectoi is touched, then the ordered pairp is
represented as{oi → oj}, which includes the case
of oi = oj . For example, ordered pairs enumerated
from a behavior log{o1, o2, o3} arep1 : {o1 → o2}，
p2 : {o1 → o3}，p3 : {o2 → o3}. Next, the oc-
currence count of each ordered pair is counted up. It
means not the number of times that each ordered pair
occurred in a sample behavior log, but the number of
sample behavior logs including each ordered pair in
w logs. Finally, the ordered pairs where the ratio of
the occurrence count tow is more than an extraction
thresholde are extracted as a behavioral patternπ.

The behavioral patternπ is matched with the cur-
rent behavior log of time lengthtl, which is acquired
online from current user behavior, every time the user
touches objects. The number of ordered pairs which
appear both in the behavior log and the behavioral pat-
ternπ is counted up. If the ratio of the number to the
total number of ordered pairs composing the behav-
ioral patternπ is more than the detection thresholdd,
user behavior of leaving home is detected.

The behavioral pattern of a set of ordered pairs
can represent the user’s habitual activities and their
order. For example, an ordered pair, such as
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Figure 4: How to create a behavioral pattern.

{toothpaste → toothbrush}, indicates the user’s
habitual activity that he “brushes his teeth” before
he leaves his home. An ordered pair, such as
{toothpaste → pants hanger}, indicates habitual
order of the user activities that “the user wears his
pants after brushing his teeth” before he leaves his
home. As shown also in our previous work [6], com-
pared to the method using a Baysian Network [3, 4], a
HMM [7, 8] and the method using time series associ-
ation rule [9], this detection method has an advantage
that the method can represent characteristics of com-
plex user behavior by composing simple-structured
behavioral pattern, which can be automatically cre-
ated, with a set of the smallest unit of order.

2.4 Difficulty of Setting Threshold Values

We previously conducted an experiment in which we
detected user behavior in situations of leaving home,
coming home, getting up, and going to bed, using our
detection method. We evaluated our method with the
recognition accuracy both withtrue-positive rate
(TPR) andtrue-negative rate (TNR). TPR shows
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Figure 5: Determination rule acquisition model.

the rate at which behavior logs in a specific situation,
which logs are referred to astrue cases, are correctly
detected with a behavioral pattern of the situation.
TNR shows the rate at which behavior logs in situa-
tions other than the specific situation, which logs are
referred to asfalse cases, are correctly ignored with
the behavioral pattern of the situation. It is prefer-
able that both TPR and TNR are high. As a result of
the experiment, the recognition rates of some subjects
have been more than 90%. Meanwhile, the recogni-
tion rates of a few users have been low rates of less
than 80%. The rates vary among subjects.

The main cause of these differences is that the
extraction threshold and the detection threshold are
pre-determined values common to all users. Based
on half total true rate (HTTR), which is an av-
erage between TPR and TNR, these threshold values
have been determined so that HTTR averaged for all
users is maximum. It is necessary to improve the
recognition accuracy of users, whose recognition rates
are low with the common threshold values, by setting
proper initial threshold values for individuals.

3 Dynamic Threshold Determination

3.1 Determination Rule Acquisition Model
We consider determining a threshold value dynam-
ically for individual behavioral pattern. Unlike the
conventional model which uses a fixed common
threshold value, this paper proposes a model which
acquires a rule to individually determine the thresh-
old value for each behavioral pattern from the data of
test users. The conventional model is illustrated on

the left side of Fig. 5. The threshold determination
rule acquisition model which we propose is illustrated
on the right side of Fig. 5. The horizontal center line
shows a partition of the two phases for introducing a
context-aware system to actual user environment. The
upper portion is the development phase, before intro-
ducing the system to the actual environments of indi-
vidual users. The lower side is the operation phase,
after introducing the system.

As shown in Fig. 5, the conventional model de-
termines a common threshold value at the develope-
ment phase. First, the model collects behavior logs
of test users. Next, for every test user, the model re-
peatedly creates a behavioral pattern with the logs,
while matching the logs with the pattern. Analyz-
ing the result of recognition accuracy on the matching,
the model determines the threshold value with which
recognition rate averaged for all test users is the high-
est. At the operation phase, the model creates an indi-
vidual behavioral pattern with personal behavior logs.
However, the threshold value is common irrespective
of users.

To dynamically determine a proper threshold
value for individuals, it is preferrable to acquire
knowledge from personal behavior logs of individual
user. However, it is difficult to determine the proper
threshold value only with a small number of personal
behavior logs. Therefore, the proposed model dy-
namically determines the threshold value by using
both knowledge acquired by analysis of test user data
and knowledge acquired from personal behavior logs.
First, our model collects sample behavior logs of test
users. Second, our model repeatedly creates a behav-
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ioral pattern with the logs and matches the logs with
the pattern, for every test user. Next, our model an-
alyzes the correlation between a threshold value and
the recognition accuracy on results of the matching. If
the threshold value is directly determined by the anal-
ysis, the same problem occurs as in the conventional
model. Our model derives not a threshold value itself
but a rulef for determining the value. The threshold
value is not determined at the developement phase. At
the operation phase, the threshold value is determined
for individual behavioral pattern by applying the rule
f to knowledge acquired from a small number of per-
sonal behavior logs.

3.2 Effect of Extraction Threshold

We apply the proposed model to our behavior detec-
tion system. The system has the extraction threshold
and the detection threshold, which are described in
Section 2.3. Primarily, it is important to set a proper
value to the extraction threshold for extracting char-
acteristics of user behavior in each situations. In this
paper, we determine the value of extraction threshold
dynamically with the proposed model.

The number of ordered pairs composing a behav-
ioral pattern changes according to change of the ex-
traction threshold, and affects the quality of the cre-
ated behavioral patterns. It is preferable that a be-
havioral pattern includes many ordered pairs which
are characteristics of user behavior in true cases. At
the same time, the pattern should include few ordered
pairs which can be characteristics of user behavior
in false cases. If a behavioral pattern is composed
of too few ordered pairs due to setting the extrac-
tion threshold high, then the behavioral pattern may
not include some ordered pairs which should be nor-
mally included as user characteristics. The pattern
will be conformed to by false cases unsuccessfully.
On the other hand, if a behavioral pattern is composed
of too many ordered pairs due to setting the extrac-
tion threshold low, then the behavioral pattern may in-
clude excessive ordered pairs which do not represent
normal user characteristics. The pattern will not be
conformed to by true cases successfully. In particular,
such fluctuation is a sensitive problem under the con-
straint of a small number of sample behavior logs. If
an improper value is set to the extraction threshold, it
is impossible to extract ordered pairs adequately with-
out excesses and shortages. Recognition accuracy is
low because differences between true cases and false
cases are small when matching those cases with the
behavioral pattern composed by inappropriate ordered
pairs. Since proper extraction threshold sharpens dif-
ferences between true cases and false cases, recogni-
tion accuracy becomes high.

3.3 Rating as Determination Rule
We derive a threshold determination rule for setting
the extraction threshold from data of test users. In the
issue of high-level behavior detection, attributes such
as kind of objects and their order have little common-
ality among users. It is difficult to derive a meaning-
ful rule directly from these attributes. Therefore, we
focus attention on the number of ordered pairs com-
posing a behavioral pattern. As mentioned above, the
number of ordered pairs affects the quality of behav-
ioral patterns. The property of “the number of charac-
teristics used for recognition”, such as the number of
ordered pairs, is similar to a property of human situ-
ation grasp in high impact. In psychological science,
“the magical number seven, plus or minus two [10]”
proposes the hypothesis which indicates that humans
select about seven characteristic information items by
screening a lot of information in order to instanta-
neously grasp the situation. This is a number com-
mon to all people. From another point of view, the
person can estimate the situation properly by discard-
ing excess information and selecting only minimum
information. Consider the number of ordered pairs. In
both of the case of excess ordered pairs and the case
of insufficient ordered pairs, the recognition accuracy
is low. This property of the number of ordered pairs
is similar to the property of the number of items for
human situation grasp. We assume that there is a uni-
versally ideal number of ordered pairs, which does not
depend on individuals, as in the human situatin grasp.
We attempt to derive a threshold determination rule
for the extraction threshold by evaluating the thresh-
old value with a focus on the number, which has high
commonality, of ordered pairs.

With an example of a behavioral pattern of a
userυ in the situation of leaving home, we describe
the proposed method which determines the threshold
value dynamically. Before creating a behavioral pat-
tern of userυ, the threshold determination rulef is
derived from behavior logs ofx test users at the de-
velopment phase. First, behavior logs in the situation
of leaving home are collected as true cases, and also
behavior logs in situations other than those are col-
lected as false cases. Second, the following two steps
are executed for every test user, repeatedlyk times.
Here,w is a given value common to all users.

1. Selectw true cases as sample behavior logs and
createw behavioral patterns with each setting
of the extraction threshold valuee = 100 ×
1/w, 100 × 2/w, ..., 100 × w/w, using thew
true cases.

2. With all settings of the detection thresholdd from
1% to 100%, match all true cases and all false
cases with thew behavioral patterns.
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Figure 6: Matrix on statistics of test user data.

After these steps, TPR and TNR are calculated by
gathering statistics on all results of the matching in
above step 2. As shown in Fig. 6, TPR matrix and
TNR matrix are formed for the statistics. The ma-
trixes show the recognition rate with each number of
ordered pairs and each setting of the detection thresh-
old. When the maximum number of ordered pairs is
i in all created behavioral patterns, each matrix forms
i × 100 matrix. We can get an HTTR matrix from
these two matrixes. Each elementH in the HTTR
matrix is calculated by averaging each element in the
TPR matrix and in the TNR matrix. In the process of
statistics, the method records the number of statistical
data leading to results of each row of the HTTR matrix
because results of each row are respectively calculated
with different numbers of statistical data.

Next, each row of the HTTR matrix is rated with
a rating score. The rating scoresi of the ith row is
calculated as follows.

si = ln(p(i)) × max
j

(Hi,j)

max
j

(Hi,j) means the maximum value in 100 el-

ements of theith row. p(i) is the proportion of the
number of statistical data used for statistics of theith
row to the total number of statistical data. Because
there arew settings of the extraction threshold per be-
havioral pattern, the total number of statistical data is
w × k × x. ln(p(i)) is a coefficient for adding the re-
liability of statistics to the rating score. This method
gives a higher rating score to rows using more statis-
tical data. Next, these rows are equally divided into
c clusters, such as cluster 1:{row 1, row 2, row 3},
cluster 2:{row 4, row 5, row 6}, and so on. The rat-
ing score of a cluster is calculated by averaging rating

scores of all rows in the cluster. The value ofc is
empirically determined. We assume that there is an
ideal number of ordered pairs. However, because the
number of ordered pairs composing a behavioral pat-
tern depends on the number of ordered pairs occur-
ring in sample behavior logs of individual user, one
ideal number is not always identified using statistics
of test user data. This method attempts to find, not
one ideal number, but “how much number is roughly
good”, by calculating rating scores of clusters. These
rating scores correspond to the threshold determina-
tion rule. That is, when a behavioral pattern is created
with personal sample behavior logs after introducing
the behavior detection system to actual environment
of userυ, the extraction threshold is determined so
that the behavioral pattern is composed of the number,
which corresponds to as high rated cluster as possible,
of ordered pairs.

Determining the threshold value based on the rule
and creating a behavioral pattern with the value are
dynamically executed after the context-aware system
is introduced into an actual environment of individual
user. However, because we assume that their process-
ing is executed while users sleep in the night, their
processing never negatively affects the speed of de-
tection of user behavior when matching the current
behavior log online with the behavioral pattern.

4 Evaluation
4.1 Experiment
This paper describes an experiment, in which we ver-
ify the efficacy of the proposed method comparing
with the method using the conventional model. The
experiment sets the time lengthtl of a behavior log
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to 10 minutes. Before the experiment, we conducted
a questionnaire survey for 2 weeks. In the question-
naire, subjects recorded the complete details about
kind of objects the subjects touched and their order
in 4 situations of leaving home, coming home, getting
up, and going to bed every day. With the question-
naire results, we could confirm that many people re-
spectively touch different objects or touch objects in
different orders, in different situations. After that, we
experimentally embedded the RFID system described
in Section 2 into the living space. RFID tags are em-
bedded in many household goods such as kitchen gas
stove, kitchen sink, and electric appliances, in every
spaces such as living, kitchen, entrance, and so on.
In such spaces, we collected behavior logs of actual
objects which subjects touched in the 4 situations re-
spectively. The logs acquired online from subjects’
behavior are stored in a database.

First, the threshold determination rule for the pro-
posed method was derived by the calculations de-
scribed in Section 3.3 with behavior logs of 8 sub-
jects. In the experiment, rows in an HTTR matrix are
divided into 100 clusters. Basically, each cluster in-
cludes three rows. But there are a few exceptions.
Rows from the first row to the fifth row are included in
a cluster which is rated as the second place from bot-
tom, because they are empirically too small number
as sample behavior logs. In addition, all of rows fol-
lowing the 300th row are included in the cluster same
as the 300th row, whose cluster is rated as last place.
Next, the following procedure was executed repeat-
edly 100 times per subject, in order to calculate indi-
vidual behavior recognition accuracy with 8 subjects.

1. Select 5 sample behavior logs from true cases
and create a behavioral pattern with the logs,
based on the extraction threshold.

2. Select other 1 behavior log from true cases, and
match the log with the behavioral pattern.

3. Match all behavior logs of false cases with the
behavioral pattern.

Here, TPR is calculated based on cross validation.
TNR is calculated by matching all false cases with all
created behavioral patterns. In our previous work [5],
we have conducted an experiment to find relativity be-
tween the number of sample behavior logs and recog-
nition accuracy. As a result, recognition accuracy has
not have the difference even if I heve changed the
number of sample behavior logs for creating a behav-
ioral pattern. Therefore, in the experiment, we limit
the number of sample behavior logs used for creat-
ing a behavioral pattern to 5, which can be collected
within a week. The extraction threshold is determined
when creating a behavioral pattern in step 1 using

the threshold determination rule described above. By
gathering statistics of the result of all matchings, TPR,
TNR and HTTR of every subject are calculated for the
case in which the extraction threshold is dynamically
determined.

After that, these rates in the case of using the con-
ventional model are calculated by similar steps. In
that case, the common extraction threshold is fixed
to 80% in step 1 so that recognition accuracy is the
highest. TPR, TNR and HTTR are calculated with all
settings of the detection threshold from 1% to 100%.
Two methods are compared using TPR and TNR on
the detection threshold with which HTTR of each
method is the highest per subject.

A user touches less objects or only limited kinds
of objects in situations such as watching a TV and
having a meal, which are situations other than the 4
situations to be detected in this experiment. There-
fore our detection method can distinguish the 4 situa-
tions from other situations easily. Previously, we have
conducted an experiment in which we recognize be-
havior logs including behavior logs of situations other
than the 4 situations with behavioral patterns of the
situation to be detected. Only up to 7% of ordered
pairs, which compose individual behavioral pattern,
have occurred in situations other than the 4 situations.
This result shows that user behavior in situations other
than the 4 situations has no chance to be mistakenly
detected by our detection method. With this result in
mind, we evaluate the recognition accuracy only with
the 4 situations in the experiment of this paper. This
means we evaluate our behavior detection method un-
der more difficult conditions.

4.2 Discussion
Based on the result of the t-test, the experiment re-
sults are evaluated with the idea that difference of
more than 5% is a statistically-significant difference
between the proposed method and the method using
the conventional model. As a result of the experiment,
recognition rates in the proposed method are shown
from Table 1 to Table 4. The tables respectively show
the results of leaving home, coming home, getting up,
and going to bed. Each table shows the TPR and the
TNR by the proposed method. The value ofrange
shows the range of the detection threshold, which
brings HTTR values whose difference from the high-
est HTTR value of each subject is less than 5%. The
value of range is one measure of robustness to unsuit-
able setting of the detection threshold. Its value means
a range of detection threshold value which achieves
high recognition rate. The difference between the pro-
posed method and the method using the conventional
model is shown in parenthesis of each value. Pos-
itive values mean that the proposed method has in-
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Table 1: Result of “Leaving Home”.
note subj. TPR % TNR %* range

A 99 91.94 37 (+ 6)
B 95 88.36 44 (+15)

#1 C 89 (+18) 92.84 45 (+ 7)
#2 D 94 (- 6) 98 49 (+ 7)

E 99 99.68 46 (+18)
F 100 95.04 32
G 99 96.6 62 (+13)

#2 H 88 (-10) 91.14 39 (+15)
*is rounded off in the 3rd decimal place.

Table 2: Result of “Coming Home”.
note subj. TPR % TNR %* range

A 91 95.25 33
B 99 99.38 43 (+15)

#1,#2 C 90 (+14) 84.88 (-9.13) 36
#1 D 98 (+13) 98.8 28

E 98 99.5 36 (+11)
F 100 100 49 (+18)
G 100 99.78 36
H 100 100 33

*is rounded off in the 3rd decimal place.

creased the rates. The differences which are less than
a statistically-significant difference are not shown in
the tables.

About TPR and TNR in the tables, notable re-
sults are grouped into 3 groups from #1 to #3. In
group #1, TPR or TNR have increased with the pro-
posed method. Particularly, subject C of Table 1, sub-
ject C of Table 3, subject D and E of Table 4 have
significantly increased. With the proposed method,
their rates have increased more than 10% from low
rates which are less than 80%. In group #2, TPR or
TNR have decreased with the proposed method. How-
ever, even after decreasing, the rates can keep more
than 80% for all subjects in group #2. Considering
that our detection method must be introduced into a
variety of user environments, the detection method
must achieve high recognition accuracy stably for be-
haviors of as many users as possible. The detection
method should not be effective on only a portion of
users. In the experiment, the proposed method has de-
creased the rates of some subjects whose recognition
rates are very high with the method using the conven-
tional model. This decrease is not ideal result. How-
ever, the proposed method has increased significantly
the rates of some subjects whose recognition rates are
low with the method using the conventional model.
This result shows the proposed method can achieve
stabler behavior detection than the method using the
conventional model. The proposed method is partic-
ularly important for initial threshold values, because
it is preferable that recognition rates of all users are
reasonably high rather than that recognition rates are

Table 3: Result of “Getting Up”.
note subj. TPR % TNR %* range

A 96 96.2 31 (+12)
#2 B 84 (-6) 82.48 (-14.3) 47 (+21)
#1 C 75 (+11) 96.23 (+12.52) 28 (-24)
#2 D 100 89.91 (-9.98) 33
#3 E 97 (+31) 59.38 (-27.13) 20 (-43)
#2 F 96 91.45 (-8.23) 40

G 100 99.98 57 (+39)
#3 H 59 (-22) 93.6 (+30.22) 12

*is rounded off in the 3rd decimal place.

Table 4: Result of “Going to Bed”.
note subj. TPR % TNR %* range

A 76 74.44 34 (-14)
B 93 70.88 20
C 95 99.98 29

#1 D 91 (+15) 95.94 40 (+11)
#1 E 47 (+12) 85.68 49 (-50)

F 99 97.92 46 (+12)
G 100 98.84 48

#1 H 97 (+15) 93.92 33 (+6)
*is rounded off in the 3rd decimal place.

very high only for some users and are low for others.
Overall, the result of the experiment means the recog-
nition accuracy can be improved by determining a bet-
ter value of the extraction threshold with the proposed
method. The result has proved the proposed method
is effective. Exceptionally, the proposed method is
not effective on subjects of group #3. In their TPR
and TNR, one rate has increased and the other has de-
creased, based on just a trade-off relation.

Next, as for the value of range, there are lots of
subjects whose ranges have been expanded by the pro-
posed method in every situation. Even ranges of sub-
jects whose TPR or TNR has not increased have ex-
panded with our method. Ranges of subject C of Table
3 and subject E of Table 4 have been shortened. How-
ever, shortening of these ranges do not mean lower-
ing of recognition accuracy because this shortening is
an effect by increasing of TPR or TNR. These results
show our method can be effective on improvement of
the robustness to unsuitable setting of the detection
threshold. Our method can create a behavioral pattern
composed of more proper characteristics which can
make differences between a behavior in a specific sit-
uation and behaviors in situations other than the situa-
tion without excesses and shortages by a better extrac-
tion threshold than the method using the conventional
model. In other words, the method widens differences
between the degree of conformity of true cases and the
degree of conformity of false cases when matching the
cases with the behavioral pattern. Therefore, the pro-
posed method improves the robustness to unsuitable
setting of the detection threshold.
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5 Related Work
There are several approaches to determine proper
threshold values in a variety of fields. In image pro-
cessing, a determination method of a threshold used
for extracting a specific area from a target image has
been proposed [11]. This method can be used only
if both parts to be extracted and parts not to be ex-
tracted exist together in a recognition target. Our is-
sue does not meet such a condition, because behav-
ior recognition in this paper considers whether a cur-
rent behavior log conforms to a behavioral pattern or
not. This approach in image processing cannot be ap-
plied to our issue. In other approaches, Support Vector
Machines and boosting has been used for text catego-
rization [12, 13], and HMM is used for speech and
gesture recognition [14, 15]. These approaches can
determine proper threshold values under the assump-
tion that they can collect and analyze many samples
of recognition target or many samples of others which
have similar characteristics to samples of the recog-
nition target instead. However, there is the constraint
of a small number of sample behavior logs for creat-
ing a behavioral pattern in our issue. In addition, be-
cause characteristics of high-level behavior in homes
are different among individual users, behavior logs of
other people other than a user cannot be used for sam-
ple behavior logs of the user. Although these methods
can be used for learning proper threshold values af-
ter many personal behavior logs have been collected,
these methods cannot be used for determining proper
initial threshold values.

In a field of behavior recognition, most existing
works [3, 4, 9] do not discuss the setting of thresholds
suitable for individual behavioral pattern.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a model for determining
threshold values dynamically according to individual
behavioral pattern to achieve stable behavior detection
for individual habit and individual environment. As a
result of applying the proposed model into our behav-
ior detection method, recognition rates of users whose
recognition rates are less than 80% with the conven-
tional model are improved more than 10%. The pro-
posed model achieves stabler behavior detection than
the conventional model.

In the future, we will evaluate our method by in-
troducing it into more user environments. In addition,
we will consider the following items as future works
for achieving higher recognition rate. The first one is
a method for learning threshold values. In this pa-
per, we considered how to determine initial thresh-
old values after introducing a context-aware system

into an actual user environment. On the other hand,
the learning method is necessary for update the initial
threshold values to values more appropriate for indi-
vidual user after lots of personal sample behavior logs
are collected. The second one is the length oftl of
the current behavior log used for matching with a be-
havioral pattern. Characteristics of order relation be-
tween multiple activities are observed to detect high-
level behaviors in our detection method. Therefore, in
this paper, the lengthtl is set to 10 minutes empirically
by analyzing contents in reports and questionnaires on
daily activities in situations where proactive services
are provided, which has been preliminarily conducted
on some experimental subjects. Iftl is set to a value
more appropriate for individual user, it may be possi-
ble to achieve higher recognition rate. The third one
is utilization of other contexts. For example, position
of users can be a supplementary context effective for
achievement of higher recognition rate. We will con-
sider utility of other contexts and other sensors.
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